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Two research projects with closely related aims are briefly ile-
scribed. The projects have been called "Social development and
training in the comprehensive school" and "Student democracy

, co-planning at different educational levels". One, overall, purp
can be said to have been to increase our riossibilities of evaluatrrig
different attempts to promote the school's goals in social training
(y adding to our basic knowledge, by improving our measure-
d'ments, and by studying certain effects of educational influence).
The work has been carried out at the Malmo School of Education
and has been described successively in about eighty reports and
MAilications (which are listed at the end of the present paper with'
a4tracts or annotations).°

People waliting,to defend our new school against the criticism
sometimes made that the students do not acquire the same level
of knowledge as before often point out that a comparison that
only takes,pto conside;ation the learning of facts and basic
training in skills in unfair. Our ambitions for the new school
hi Sweden tike higher: we wish to promote a more all-roufid
develolimeniOf the personality and a more adequate social
development.

But if this:is ou' ,attitude, -it, becomes important to follow
what the school actually does to achieve these new "plus
values". Does the school succeed in promoting a more adequate

The 'studies refeqed to in the pres,ent survey repork have been 'made
possible .throUgh flnanCial support of the Swedish Board of .Education
and the Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Fund.
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social develdpment? Does it provide an all-round training for
cooperative participation in a democratic society? Does it help
the students, to increase their ability to evaluate information
critically and to resist non-objective influences? Does it lay
down a sufficiently good. foundation for solidarity in a world
4ociety? ,

The questions 'if this type are many, but the numbcdf clear
answers is not impressive: The faCi hat goals of the kinds 're-,
ferred to here are formulated in our curricula is obviously no
guarantee that they, will be achieved. We constantly need to

'evaluate the,activities of the school In these respetts, and we
,constantly need to seek new and better methods, of reaching
these objectives. 1 ,

,

Many people feel that.wc, have very inadequate knowledge
of these matters and all too few instruments for evaluating tile
school's aetiitip, in these fields, It is comparatively easy to
coiisttuct devices, fot the testing of knowledge and elementary
skill, and it is then also relatively easy to cbeekNwhether or
not we achieve certain goals in knowledge and nd 'elementary
skills. It is considerably more difficult to find tmeto what ex-.
tent we Succeed or fail in reaching our objectives in the social
and personal sector. But the fact that ft is .difficult must
paturally not prevent us from trying..

m m
On the contrary, it be-

comes even more important to learn more and to improve our
instruments in these areas. . f.

It was thoughts such as these that, during the latter half of
the sixties, led to our taking the initiative 'to two research
vrojects concerning the problems of social :development and
social training. The project-we first-started was given the name,
"Social development and training in the comprehensive school".
As can be seen from the$title, this project aspired to work with
a very wide content are
the comprehensive schoo level. The project we started a little

lt but was on the other hand limited to

later was Called,-7Student .democracy, co-planning at dif-
ferent educational levels". While this second project was mote
restricted in its ,content. it covered .a more varied range
of age levels: it has worked with the comprehensive 'school, the
upper secondary school, an some post-secondary trainit

\



Objectives and work areas in the project
"Social deVelopment and training"

What then have been the more concrete aims of the two pro- t
jects? Some of the main aims of the project "Social develop-
ment mid training" can be stated briefly in three points:

To construct. revise and try out measuring methods, which in-
crease our ability to map the social development of the
students and which could be used in evaluating attempts to
encourage this development ("g I area'a");

to chart, partly with the help of thes methods, some features
4the &we/pp/nerd of the students id to study certain rela-

lions between these variables and ersorrality characteristics

5

.N44("gOal area b ") ;
to explore selectively different possibilities of using educa-

tional influence to proniote development in desired cglrec---:
tions ("goal area c"). '

4,7
Th&Sfield of social development and social training in schools

is obviously not only ,exteusiVe. butfialso vaguely defined and
we were forced from the start to limit the field and concentrate
our activities on a selection of specific aspects. These ought to be
stick that lkith could be considered essential and also would
represent diffetentlypes of problem. After preparatory analyses
we chose three such aspects or "variable domains", namely:

- s 6,

*coOperatidri" ("variable domain C.7) ;
(2) "resistance" (ability to make independent decisions. re-

sistance to "non-objective- attempts to influence: "varialele
, domain R"):

(3) "world citizen responsibility" (understanding of and a
feting of 'responsibility for developments in' other countries,
reduced4inclination to disparage unthinkingly anything foreign
Qtc; "variable domain NV").

If we combine the three general .areas (a. b. c) described
above with the three chosen variable domains (C. R. NV). we
get a problem table with nine assignments for research and
develbpment work:

II
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Variable Field:

General Goal Area:

a
Instruments Development

c

Ipfluence

(Cooperation) C-a C-b C-c
R (Resistance) R-a R-b R-c

yiN1 iWorld citizen responsibility) Wa W-b W-c

te

Objeetives and work areas In 'the project
"Student democracy ",_

sts

Ar«How then is the project on student democracy linked ,,,i4h the
project on social ,development? WIlicli have been fhe main
aims of the' student danocracy project? The answer to the first
question can perhaps be formulated most simfly by saying
that We havie singled out one specific aspect of the social train-
ing field, namely training in democratic cooperation, for.sep-
arate study. This aspect is related to the variatblv 'domain's C
and H of -the fidt project, but it attracted particular attend
in both the Sweash and the international school deb;fite duri

n
g

the latter half of the sixties and thus seethed to be av app -
priate target for a morefietailed attack in a "daughter project".

It has often been pointed out that one of'the reasons for cjisciplinary
problems in schools can be shortcomings in the school's fortns' of work,
not least the fact that our students are not given sufficient opportunity
to feel that they are participating in decision- making and plktuxing: Thus
just one motive from insicie4he school world can help emphasizetha,t- it, t

is important for the school tg, offer the students a measure of co-planning.
he long run, howevt the students' adjustmety to the school is

less in ortant than their preparation for the world outside the school.
,A.One of he more impOrtant objectives of the school must be to train the

--°"§tudents as far as possible to function in a democratic society respons::
ibly, independently, and with a williqgnes to cooperate. Many people
think that the school neglects this.asptict education far too much and
that we cannot expect the oftalents to demonstrate more independence,
willingness to cooperate and respons' lity than we givgithem the chanee
of acquiring through direct f-aining. ,

These problems area naturally not new, but' they attracted particular
attention at the end of the_sixties because of certain extraneous circubt- 4.

t.
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stances: The -Swedish teachers' strikes, which s'uddenfy hurled the students
into situations th t made great 'demands on their ability to plan and as-
sume responsibilit ', showed both that the students could sometimes act
with surprising maturity and naturally that many felt at a loss and
found it difficult t take any initiative. Many observers Melt that these
episodes uncovered a potential reserve of ability, of which we had made"
little use. Another ext rnal factor is also worth mentioning. The student
unrest in universities i different parts of the world has naturally had
varying and complex causes. A common feature of many of the incidents
seemed to be, however, thqt the students felt excluded from the established
process of decisionmakihg, with no possibility of effectively participat-
ing in planning.

At this time there wit; a certain amount of agreement that both school
and post-school education must seek new forms of work, giving the indi-
vidUal student more oppOrtunity for co- planning (whether one then wanted
to call this a hitherto unmet Aemand for juice or a neglected aspect of
training). But there was 'nev'ertheless a great deal of uncertainty as to
what the best forms for such activities were. Too little was known about
what actually happened at different educational levels in Sweden, about
how different experiments were experienced by those participating, and
about the-best ways to proceed in the future. Thus there was an obvious
need to increase our knowledge by means of mapping studies and analyses.

s

A few of the main aims of the project could be expressed in
the following wax:

(1
To study some characteristic patternS of interaction, attitudes

and opinions related to the existing forms of student parti-
cipation at various levels df education; 4.

to study relation- s between such attitudes'and opinions on the
one hand and certain background and individual variables
on the other;

to inv,stigate how the introduction of new procedures for co-
planning fungtions and how it is experienced (the process of
innovation):

Since the project aimed at studying these problems. on such
different educational levels, it .became natural for the \Pork of
the project tobe divided into three sections related,to levels.'
One part dealt with school democracy in the first six years of
the comprehensive school (Section-I). The second took up cor-
rsponding questions in grades 7-9, of *the comprehensive
school and in the upper secondary School (Section II). Finally.

I
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the third part studied problems concerning student democracy
on the post-seeondarx level, with particular emphasis on
teacher training (Section III). Starting from three major aims
and three educational levels, we may say that we have worked,
also in this second project, with nine specific problem areas.

Division of work and reporting

The three variable domains in the project "Social development
and training" and the three sections for different school levels
in the project "Student democracy" have led to a division of
these two large projects ntd six sub-projects. One research'
assistant has been assigned lo` each of these six, special
areas and made responsible for. tlr work, as shown in BOx 1.

Box /. Division of work withih the two projects.,

Work sector
1

IteiCarch staff

The project
"Social development and training"

Sector C: Cooperation Barbro Lundquist .

Sector R: Resi;tance I Elisabeth Jernryd .
Sector W: World Citizen responsibility Eva Allogrenthereket Yebio

'The project "Student democracy"

Sector I: Primary and junior school Magnhild WetterstrOm
Sector II: Secondary and upper sec, Brigitte Vat, lind , i

ondary , _Lars .Valind
Sector III: Post-secondary training Pek6 'draw? .

-Others participating included Lena-Pia Lindholm
Lennart Wiechel.
and Others

.
^. , .

Project director Ake Bjerstedt

A
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The Work of tin plojects has resulted in three types of pro-
.?"

duct: measuring instruments,uments, certain teaching materfal and
finally research repqrts giving accounts of results. The projects
have reported the results successively 4n the different series of
the Malmi3 department, in a 'total of ctl)put eighty reports and
publications. Two majOr book summaries have been prepared

'(Bjerstedt, 1974 a, 1974 6). At the end of this paper a list of
reports and publications is given (arranged in alphabetical order
according to authors)-, including ajmtracts or brief annotations./

After this rather general survey of the aims and'methods of '
the projects, let:me take up a few more concrete examples of
what the projeets have done and of the results they have pro--
duced. A' natural starting-point is then the first-mentioned sec- 0
for of the work in the project "Social development and train-
ing", the one concerned with the 'problems of cooperation.

Coopera1imi

When studying behaviors relevant to cooperation, We found it
essential to construct and test various methods of conducting
systematic classroom observation and interaction analysis. A

'7 number of lessons with group "Nycirk were recorded on video-
tape. The recorded material Was then subjected to various
forms of analysis. An observation schedule, intended to provide
information about various behaviors relaled to cooperation and
independence in group work situations, was drawn up. The
technique used is described in more detail in 'a report by Lind-
holm 4ntil Liindquist 0971 b) in the series "Testkonstruktion

"aneteStditta",.and various investigations using this technique
have been 'reported in two-ot'her reportiby the same two writers
(1971 a, 1932).

It should be pisssible to use this type of iobservation sched,te
both in research work and in some trainintcontexts (e.g. When ,.
focussing student teachers' obsepations of relevant. group-
dynamic behaviors in classrooth observation).

When the relatiOnships between different types o1 beh vior
were examined, it was 'tnoted that independence and ability to
cooperate co-variate positively with each other. Thus the two

°
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should not as is sometimes the case -- 16 regarded as oppo- , .-
. ,

sites. Ira.stuilent is to fUnction well in a cooperation situation,
it is often, necessary for him to display both independence and
an ability to cooperate. When comparisonswere made With
other data, it was noticed that students with little verbal ability
in many cases showOndencies towards 'uncertainty, indiffer-

once or aggressiveness in group work_fil -ottp work does' not ' L,
immediately suif all types of students. The teat er must take

.1`
this fact into consideration in various ways. - .

..
4,1

..,,
To -what extent is it possible to' study behavioral tendencies

(1-----)

relevant to Cooperation in some way other than) b means_ of
,

direct observations of beihavlor in coo feration situNtions.? TO ...,/....,

what extent can specia% tests be used?' Attempts to answer_thes
questions have been made in a series of test studies, which in-
chide attqmPts to measure "cooperation readin.ess" and "aggres-
si1eness ". The instruments that have,been constructed Sholitid
he seen peraril? as research Aids in group-stia

1

dies,'as 'a help
-in contiimhl efforts to improve our knowledge oC the,pre-

op
,. 1

requisites for cooperation,

The studies within the ,cooperation sector that have been
,-, ,. sitinentioned so far have been concerned with the first goal area:,,

thvonstructidn offlueasuring instruments. Other investigations
have dealt with the Other 'two goal areas. Teachers witig a spe-
cial interest` in methods for training .cooperation have been
interviewed about ihe';advantages and disadvantages of differ-
ent methods of this type. With the help of this background
information, questionnaires were constructed for students ia
different me groups'about their 'experience of. and altliudes to
dif ent ways q arranging group work at school (Liljegren,.
197' . In other tidies special techniques for training cooPera- , '

eit

Lion were, feste4:- , .. : '.

%

S.

- Group \vat:Wi

and dramatic-activities
tional methods thit are potentially
cooperation. The opinions
confirm Their possibilities
be used aud experiehced
potentigl is to be realized

:.

are examples of educa-
valuable as aids in training .1i,"

expressed by teac*rsand students
but also show that the methods can

very different ways. If their full
the methods must be carefullyspeci-
\ . 1

\

. -
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fied and adjusted for specific goals and specific student
e qualities.

,Qne example of such specific adaptation is Lennart Wiechs
special study of sex-role Perception as a barrier to cooperation
(Wiechel, 1972 a, b). It had king been pdSsible to show that a
sex-role barrier exists between boys and girls. This 1;arrier.is
expressedon various, ways, such as avoiding the choice of some-
one from the opposite sex-in group situations and having
stereotyped- ideas about what characterizes a male and female
sex role. A 'numberbf measuring instruments Om been devel-
oped within.the pKihect to measure sex -role experience and
-assess cooperation readiness between the sex groups, and in
addition two types of program fx infhlencing the students have
been designed and tested, One orthem is built up around dis-
cussion and information based on'texts and pictures, the other
makes use o -robe- playing techniques. As examples of the re- .

sults, it can be mentioned that the Programs had an effect in
the desired direction; -the -groups exposed --to the influence
changed in that they showed more cooperation readiness end

1
a greater. tendency to Oppose stereotyped traditional roles.
Thus this type of specified program of influence has func-
tioned well.

itesistance
r

On the international level a great deal of research has been
j" done on influence via propaganda,etc., but in moWcases'it has

been based on adults., Thereto:re, when we first- took up the
question of the students' resistance-to non-objective inflitence,'
their ability to be independent and soundly critical, one of our
nett important tasks was to construct measuring instruments
that were suitable for Swedish Ichool-children. Many different
types of tests were tried opt: the students were placed in 'situa-
tions where they had tit:choose between different types of in-
formation; they were Oposed to one-sided influence 'and their
reactions were studied and so on. ,3he tests are described in:
more detail and evaluated in various reports..pi Elisabeth Jun-

rya (1970, 1972.1973a).

, t.
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The different instruments have been used in various types '-`
of correlation studies and in studies of age development and
sex differences.' The pattern of the results is rather complex, ,

and here it is only possible to give a feW isolated examples.':
The ability of the students to evaluate information critically

is not related particularly strongly to their personalities. which_,
might give us increased possibilities of- influencing) this ability'
educationally. At the same Hine, however, we have found in
the project that the actual develOpment of the students' evaltia.-
Live ability (ability to evaluate information critically.) does not
increase' markedly' between the ages of 10 and 16. 'This un-.
doubtedly gives a relatively discouraging picture of the ability
of the present leaching to respoild to the intentions-of the cu'rri-.
culum.

A greater number of special trainind.kxercises are needed,'
The teachers feel that there is a lack of educationaliaids for
this A preliminary prototype,Jor study material has been de-
signed within the project (cf!.two reports by Gunilla Svensson;
1972 a, 1$. The -mhterial is primarily, suited for students in
grades 7-9 of, the comprehensive school and has' been de-
4igned as an area of work in the subjects Swedish and Civics.
Its major aims are to add to the students' knowledge of propa-
ganda and advertizing and to provide information 'about and
training in different means of protecting oneself in pressure
situations. Since the mapping studies clearly reveal that the
school needs material of this type, it is important that more
such, material be develdped./

4111

World citizen responsibility

'After introductory 'analyses 'of concepts and specification of
goals, the construction and testing of measurement instruments
have naturally been 'important tasks in this area too. An exten-
sive test battery has been constructed by Bereket Yebio (1970 a,
.b) and has later been supplenie ted by Eva Alntren (1973).
The battery includes tests on atti udes towards foreign nations
and ethnic groups, together with n§truments focussed on ideas
about international relations and cooperation.

oc o
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The test's have been tised among other thinks for mapping
how the students ,develop with increasing' age and for various
studies of behavioral relationships. This work can be regarded

p

us studies of "Student prerequisites": a study is made of the
ideas that exist and to which the teacher' must relate. But the
mapping work can naturally also to some extent be seen as.an
evaluation of current educational activities.

We find (Yebio, 1972) in the older students a gleatet general
rrtadiness to Make social contact; but unfortunately we see at
. the same time more negative ideas andstereotypes, particularly
concerning certain Minority groups and immigrants. The school

has obviously not succeeded sufficiently in preventing the
prejudices that exist in society froln influencing the students.'
Nor does a general raising of the level of knowledge\appear
to offer" an infallible cure. The boys knew on ap average most
about international conditions, while the girls showed on an.

. average more positive attitudes towards foreign people and
international relations.

The 'attitude of teachers and students towards a more "inter-
nationalized teaching" is obviousl; of great importance for im-
proving the prospects of achieving a desirable development.
Soule studies of student attitudes and teacher opinions have.
been reported (Hallgren et al., 1972; Wedberg, 1972. ) Bbth
teachers and students'show considerable interest, in the field,
but the teachers have pointed, out the lack of suitable material
and some deficiencies in teacher training and in-service training
as obstacles to adequate -internationalized teaching. Important
steps that can be taken towards improving the situation should
then be to show in special inventories and, presentations the
teaching.aids that are available at present and to develop and

,Jest new teaching aids. The project has. attempted to make some
contributions in both directions.

Thus an inventory of study materials that are of potentiM
interest for education for world citizen responsibility has
been compilediand published in book form (Christoffersson,
Gustafsson & Jesperson, 1972). Particular emphasis has been
placed-on chitdrensand adoleseents' boas, whiclf cqn often
be an important gateway when it comes to increasing student

-.1
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motivation and influencing their attitudes and their ability to
feel empathy.

Furthermore, .,two preliminary teaching packages have been
compiled. One is intended for grades anX deals with
human rights, made concrete by reference to the situation of
the gipsies. The students are here given the opportunity of
experiencing emotionally what it car) be life to belong to a A

discriminated minority (Alrogren et *al., 1972). The oths,
set of material is intended for grades 7-9 and ,takes up the
problems, of the underdeveloped countries. Here striking film
material is used (a version of Louis Malie's film "Calcutta" that
,Has b6en reedited ;and cut doWn, partly pn the basis, of teacher
opinions) to provide a starting point that Will capture the atten-
tion ot,the students (Almgren, Frostegren et al., 1973r,

A laSt phase of the ,woek has ipcluded testing some material

1
in school contexts under conditions such that We at the same
time obtain some more general information about ,measures
and etfects (Almgren & Gustafsson, 1973). As a ceitain balance
to the pessimism that the increasingly cnegative attitudes men-
tioned earlier might perhaps. give rise to, the results of. our
program tests give reason for optimism. A carefully defined
educational influence .of the type that 'our material on huMan
rights represents achieves namely clear positive effects. It, is
worth noting hat the material has a somewhat greater effect
in claSses *itiNmmigrant children than in classes without
immigrant children. A' combinittion of personal experience and
suitable teaching seems valuable. We can also establish that
earlier teaching on international questions and the teacher's
own interest for teaching in this field acre of importance for the
development o'f positive and tolerant studenkattitudes.

General comment to the project "Social devektpment"

The mapping studies of the project have in- several respects
given a discouraging picture of the "normal" development
during 'the years in the cnmpreliensive school. We do not find,
for example, any strong' increase in the students' evaluative
ability (abilit* evaluate informatibn critically) in the higher

Vio
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grades. We find marked rstereotyp:. in sex-role peTptiorf--
And we find increasingly negative i . s about certain minority
oni0 and immigrants. At the sam time various experiments
with specified educational influence give us reason for opti-

'mism. Systematic measures pay an give results in the desired
direction. A further development I sucIrmehsures is therefore
recommended.

Student democracy: Studies in g des 1-4

Part of tthe prolaiefn that arises when going over* a more
democratic decision-making process in a school might be illu-
strated in the following vray: heads, teachers-1: , students+
(cf. WetterstrOm, 1972 a). This rough forinula is intended to

£ express same conceivable changes in the decision area. The ,

students get more to say, the 'Heads less. The teachers occupy
a middleposition: they are expected to taktover part of the

°head's decision-making power but al, the same time to share.
their present decision area with the students. A democratization
need not necessarily be experienced in that way. On the other
hand it is not unnatural itpeople react to the problem, in such
a, way that the' groups that have to accept a "minus"' in their
decision area tend to see it as a question of prestige rather
than as a question o \ adequate student training. In this way
questions involving school ,,democracy often get complicated
from a social - psychological point of view.

This is revealed in various ways in the different mapping
studies of the project, in which heads, supervisory teachers, ,
three different teacher groups, student teachers and students
have been asked to express their opinions on the distribution

\\,...2f influence in the school how they find the situation today
and what wishes they have with regard to the distribution of
Afluence in the- future (see references by M. Wetterstrom).
l the groups studied are in principle agreed that the, students

should be given a certain measure of increased influence. Both
the headmasters and the teachers consider, however, that this
should be done at the expense not of their own category's
influence, but at the expense of the other group. On the student

6,,,C1
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side we again find protection of the special interests of their
own catkgory: In the lower grades th students consider that
all the grades should be equally represented in the executive
committee of thei Students' Council, but as the ..students get
older their inclination to let the younger students participate
diminishes.

The conclusion to be drawn from thep difficulties must be
that rather strong measures are needed if the intentions of the
curriculum are to be realized. Such strong measures were,taken
for a time at Eira School in Stockholm, which-has been studied
within the project, and the project's data also suggest that
here one really succeeded in bringing about a considerably
more even, distribution of influence between the different cate-
gories. It can at the same time be noted that the Eira students
only gave a very small increase in influence as being the ideal,
which suggogts that a "saturation-point" exists.

For grdes 1-6 the closest and most natural opportunities
for democratic training lie within the framework of the class.
One section of the questions used dealt with the actual influence
in a number of conckete classroom situations. It emerges that
teachers to a great extent make the decisions themselves in,
these situations and "thus give the students comparatively little
training in co-influence.

When the three different teacher groups were compared,
the teachers, at Eira School were found to be those that gaye
their students most influence in these concrete situations, ink, :
lowed by the teachers from the experimental and demonstra-
tion.school and last by the more "general" teacher group. Despite
these expected differences between the groups in tilt degree of
student influence (which are in agreement with the teachers'
assumed positions on a "progressiveness continuum "), a de-
finite pattern has emerged, so that certain situations are more .
teacher-controlled in all the groups. We receive a similar
grouping of situations when the students are questioned. There
is re ?son to believe that this kind of gouping of situations is'
suitable for use as a,basis in a successive training strategy, for
gradually extending the students' ability to make , relevant \
decisions t emselves.

oar
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Is it realistic to believe this question forms 'a natural link
to the next sector of the project that cooperation bodies in
the higher grades scan function well, unless the younger stu-
dents are given a more consciously desi_ anun
in . eeisions?

Student democracy: Studies in grades 7-9 and
upper secondary school

In grades 7-9 of the comprehensive school and the upper
secondary school the studies have been both of a general map-
ping nature and a following up of i novations.

Brigitte Valind (1972) has repor ed a mapping study of the
activities and influence of the students and student representa-
tives in three of the schOol's cooperation bodies, namely the
Students' Council, the ubject conference, and the cooperation
committee. In several o the studies it emerged that the students
considered that they received insufficient information about
and from the Various 'cooperation bodies and secondly, that
they often showed only a faint ihterest in voluntarily parti-
cipating and working in -these bodies. In fact the most
elementary prerequisite for co-influence was often lacking:
knowledge of the bodiesn which the students were repre-
sented:

Among the reasons given by the students for their lack of
interest in working voluntarily in the cooperation bodies, the
prime one is not that the work takes time and energy but that
their influence on impdrfant. decisions is far too limited. One
way of motivating the students .to more active work in the
cooperation bodies should then be to give them more influence
over the matters that are discussed.

In addition-to the mapping studies of the normal present-dhy
situation in the schools, the project has also had the oppor-
tunity of making a seriesof studies of experimentation with
extended forms of student influence. The first of these was an
explorative ev'altiation of the first yen of experimental activity
2
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at Ka Hangs School in Malmo (B: Valind, 1971). The experk-
mentatio involved among other things Sdaening the stipulated
cooper bodies so that they had moWstudent sepresenta-
ives, and alroille constr4ion of new cooperatfon bodies. We
found that innovations Or this kind could produce positive
side-effects. While the teachers on the wlidle considered that
conditions at the school had become neither better nor worse,
a large number of the students thought not only 'that the school
had impro'ed from a democratic point of view, but also that ,

the general atmosphere was more pleasant.
In order to make it possible to study, certain other effects' -

more stringently, an attitude schedule was constructed for
measuring . the attitudes towards 'democracy in 'both school
and society. 'In a study conducted by Lars Valind (1972 b),
three groups of upper secondary school students were investi-
gated with the help of this instrument: one group which was
involved in experimentation with extended student influence;
a second group, which in addition received some teaching
about democracy in the form ofa study 'Circle; and finally a
third group, which took part in neither the experinientation nor
the special teaching on democracy. The experimentation
proved to have a positive effect on students' attitudes towards
democracy in school and 'society (secondary school: longer
course), while the special teaching on democracy did not have
any noticeable additional effect.

, The results suggest in general that one should not expect
dramatic effects from a snort period of experimentation, using
only modest extension of the student influence. The positive
effects on what the students felt about the general school cli-
mate and on the attitudes towards democracy in certain groups
should be noted, however. At the same time there is reason to
keep in mind the three wishes made by the students in the
mapping studies with regard to all the bodies studied': they
wanted, more information', more complete student representa-
tion (including the lower 'grades of the comprehensive school),
and the right to make decisions in at least some matters.

CC c'D
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Student democracy: Studies in the teacher
training sector

19.

Democracy in teacher training can naturally be regarded from
a general denwratic point of view. Like other students, the
student teacheii. 'should have the right to assert a certain.
amount of influence on their training situation. But for ,the
project it has been Morb important to see the question from the
training point ,of view. It is not unreasonable to assume that
the experience of democratic forms of work that the student
teachers have during their #aining will serve as' an example
and influence their attitudes towards various fortes of coopera-
tion in their future work. Questions which then become of great
importance are: Does the teach e training demonstrati--sa rea-
sonable level of student democracy? Does the training create
in the new generation of teachers understanding and enthusiasm
for the school's 'democratic objectives? re .

An extensive questionnaire study of teachers and student
teachers at Schools of Education throughout Sweden was
carried out in 1969 (Idinkh, 1971,,a,"b). lishowed among other
things that the .close relations rdnetioned well but that the
student teachers' felt that their opportunities for influencing
conditions and decisions were unsatisfactoKy. It emerged that

etoth Whhers and student teachers lacked "knowledge" of the
School 'Of Educhtion's existing committees and councils, but
that tie would like to have a cooperation body with de'cisidn-
makingaistatus. .""-It should be added that the project later
repeated the questionnaires for the purpose of control and the r
results then gave a very similar picture of opinions.

In a special study of student teachers, both attitudes towards
school deniCtScracy and a number of other attitude and perso-
nality characteristics were studied (Idman, 1972 b). The atti-
tudes towards school' democracy proved often to -co-variate
with the other characteristics in a particular way. Those
showing a restrictive attitude towards questions concerning,
school democracy, often have, for example, a more rigid-

authoritarian' attitude to the bringing up of children, a stricter,
more purnshing attitude in dfsciplinary questions, and higher

(Cr_ ;;?_/.
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values on do arism,
1--jests

--pan Ohers who hve an attitude
. cl, more positive 4o school :democracy. The fact that attitudes

1 0
towards.,sehooldemocracytare in this way.integrated in awider
compx of attitudes and tendencies can in its turn
mean thAt they arAvireas7 to influence.

In addition to the inklping: studies and the correlational "
-

studies; the pioject's Selingl,of Education sector also contains a
series of data c. oncerniniF:ne*-fexperimentation. In 1969 the

.T..70,,

project paiticipatedin,ni-nrifilysis of statements sent by the
Schools ,iof ,Edueatipn--t'o;. the National Board of Education,

0 including concrete'suggestions Ss"tO experimentation with new`
..__.,and extended forms of cooperation. 4)epartmental experi-

..>

ments we* re started locally the same year and these were then
fpllo.wedi, up and baye_resulted in a long-term . arrandement

.. with a Departniental Board (Idman, 1970 b).
4 I\ ..

Not the siiring..term of 1972 did more general experi-
ments with new formAr cooperation start at the Swedish
Schools of Education.. fore thepperiments started, a local

/ sample tstndent teaehe, teachers and other staff were asked,
to ansWer questionnaires and this was then repeated later, ,

when the eltperithents had been under way* a while. The meet-
ings or thelPresident's lidard and :the educational committees
were recorded_on tape aprthenatalyzed. In addition, minutes

,.. taken at' the. meetings orthse committees during the exp'eri-/ mental period and earlier were compared. Several of the results
are positive and the, system become more impartial. On
the' other hand, The training aspect is still not satisfactpry:

\ t individital. studeiti 'teachers are engaged far" "too little in the
* dernocl tic process (Idmdn, 1972 a).

. t P
`,...in,

Q
cou_nection. with his first questiOnnaire 6tudies, Pekka:

felman wrote thusi. "1:)i, isfied with-the amount of influence
.,, i':,,,--- -they themselves havet.-- ver their. own training and without

training in 'clemocratici. orms of work'; the prospective teachers
do not .appear to hay een giv.en, the best. preparatiou for
achieving the ggals thane ciiiriC\da for the schoolS have:laid

own for the developiyikt of 'school, democracy'' -." The ex:pell-
mentiltion that has tie:epTgarrc-dTlaterjs a step in the right dyec-
tion but is far too Mot. Contitium.d 'general experimentation

ei A
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,,with better specification of goals, more radicAal changes and a
'program based on these for successive ,e5luation would seem
to be a few of the natural and imiportant measures that need
to be taken.

I 1

General comment to tlt.project "Student democracy"

I general, internal educonal democracy has made progress11

during the last ten years and several of the results from the
various experimental activities are \positive. However,, the
deficiencies are still in many respects very obvious. Considering
its various experiences, itseems natural fOr the project to out-
line and recommend a series of follow-up tasks, for example:

o The goals for co-influence arrangements need to be debated
and specified for different educational levels.

O On the primary and junior levelk experiments should4be,car-
ried out with systematic, step -by -step training programs,
partly by means of such "situation sequences" that have
resulted fromthe work of the project. ..

o The powers of the cooperation bodies could be tended,'
in order to give the students concerned m6re motiv' allot for
participation. Larger groups of stu,dents should be given
direct 'experienceof decision-making responsibility./o The system of communication should in connection with
this be improved considerably. 'RegUlar school hourstsbould
be used for information contacts (e.g. fori -contacts Between
the students and their representatives in various coopera-
tion bodies). i

o Techniques for cooperation and for information should be
given more emphasis in the training programs for teachers

(and other school persomyl.
O Alongside with)liese more general 'efforts, more radical

experiments should be initiated at individual, specially inte-
rested schools: These should include experiments with spe-
cial training techniques, e..g. decision training in the form of
acted situations. It is particularly important that the school's
experiments with co-influence are not permitted to stops at

/
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training in the form of "institutionalized cooperation" for
small grO,uPs of stu4ents only.

° Successive evaluation of the extended activities should take
place and the results be used in th training of teachers and
school leaders.

Final comments

This type of very' brief survey obviously has its limitations
and makes it impossible to penetrate issues iri detail. I hope,
however, that I have suiceeded in givinga more general,picture
of the types of problem we have been dealing with in the two
projects .and in providing a few examples of the results.
Those interested in the workdshould consult ottf inpre detailed
survey publications or the Original reports. These are presillted
below with brief annotations or abstracts.

4
We ourselves think that the problems of social development

4.

and training are impOrtant, and we hope that our sponsors at
the National Board of Education will" not be content simply
to see otrr reports on tbeir book-shelves. A great deal of
lowing-up is called for.

On the whole, we tbink that our studies have proilticed a
mixture of positive and negative experiences. Among the nega-
tive ones is the fact thitt in our opinion the cli9o1 has not
really succeeded in training the children in equality. The stered-
typed sex Ole ideas and trfe:far too frequent negati,ve 'attit!ides
towards foreign gioups are examples of this. Hence, we plan
to continue, our research in these two fields under the tentative

4e

project, title, "4 he development of equality attitudes", and we
would welcome 'contacts with and points of view.firom fellow '
researchers and other readers who have ideas on special issties"
or special technicp4es. for ttacking the problems within these
areas,

.
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Alingren, E. et al. Ett untervishingsmaterial oni de miinskliga riittigheterna,
tiled exemplifiering, fan zigenarnas situation. /Teabhing material' on
humin,rights, with examples taken from the situation of the gipsies./,:
Pedagogiska hjalpmedel, 1972. The report presents- a preliminary
version of a teaching package that can be used in teaching that aims "" i s'
at mducing a more "international" attitude,:in order to create greater
unOegManding fdr and tolerance towards gipsies and other "foreign" .
minor* groups. The introductjon takcs up the United Nationslec-
lartttion of human rights. The material package has been developed
primarilyi for grades 3 6, but sonic parts of it could also be use/cl for
other grades. It contains -suggestions for lessons with points fotitScus-
sion related to ,two filmstrips and 4 children's book, empathy, exerciseseroises

an'and suggestions for music lessonst. with international content. (Cf.
e:i,perimental evaluation in Alingren it Gustaisson, 1973).

AImeren, E. Attamiita "viirldsinedborgarinstililning":. Agra kompletterande
teitdata. /Measuring "world citizen responsibility'' Some supplementary'
test data./ Test konstraktion och testdata, No. 18, 1973. The present
report is part of a series ;In which attempts are made to measure and

.study "world citizen responsibility". The main test battery has been
presented in Yebio, 1970 b; factor analyses have been desteribed in f
Yebio-, f970 a; 'and an application of the instruments in a study on age
development has been reported in Ychio, 1972. : The pfesent report
gives an account of the tests that have been -revised to function as

til,evaluation instruments in teaching pxperime In addition, refosti'data
',,,are presented fidtti ,two studie's (one involyp't, about 170 students in `` ,'
c..
grades 3 and 5, the other about 230 stuants in grades 7 and 9). Most
of the test's prove'to have a satisfactory degree of reliability as group
tests in the grades involved. s_

Aling en, E. et al. Forskning kring social fostran. /Research on sociali/t ining./ Reprint series (Malmo School of Educatithi); N4/4.49, 1974.
A discussion of the project's work op "world citizen responsibility",
with some teacher points of view included. t

Ahugren, E., Frostegren, E., Hellstrom, L., Berner, S., Rodhe, S. Calcutta
0 0. asiatisk storstad: Liirarhandledhing, arbetsmalerial och faktabakt,

\ grund till ,Louis Matte's dokumentiirfilm Calcutta. /Calcutta Asian
city:. Teacher's handbook, -tasks and exercises, and factual background
to Louis Mplle's documentary film, "Calcutta ". / .Pedagogiska hiiitp-
ntedel, 1973. This report pfesents a preliminary version of study
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'material' intended' to supplemeft Louis Matteis film, "Calctitta".
Vai:ious problems connected with -.underdeveloped countries are taken
mi. 'The material is suitable: =for use both in grades 7-9 of the
co/hrehensive school and in ;the uppet secondary school (gymnasium).
it consists of three parts:,a teulier's handbook with suggestions as to
Qw. to plan the basic course and a supPlementar14 course:. stwlent
material w,ith tasks for gro$ work; and a "booklet of facts":amtaining
selected texts from the film and related background information. 1

,. Almgren,'. & f ustafsson, E. Feitaq till vilrldsmedborgarattsvar: Utviir-
dering av ett undervisningsforsiik om"fle manskliga irattigheterna meil

' exemplifierings frail zigenarnas ,situation'.. /Twining liti "world citizen
respotlibility": Evaluation of an expeimental teaching program on

r.hu. man rights with examples takentfroth he situation of the gipsies"..7
i Ped4ogisk-psy -ologiska Its blem, 1kJo. 227,,19 5. A study has been -

.

carried but Am ng studedis grades 3 and d in Malmo in order to
investigate the As of to hing material on "human rights with
iincamplas taken from the, situation of the gipsies". k comprehensive
test battery hats lieen given, lb about 800 students in ex`ftrimenial and
'control grouks.a Analysis of variance has 'been used to investiJ'te th$

z' significanee ofthe factors: i fluence of teaching imaterial, contact with,
, immigrants., grade, sex, sociat class of Warne district, prevlpus teaching i_

a about and the,ach'er's interest in*iinternational issues. Some examples r
from the results: (1) The teaching material has had a positive effect ;
on 'the sltulents' attit1des towards gipsiesond other ethnic groups, and.
interndlonal,,.relationp. (2) Contact. between Swedish Children and
immigrant children has some ,positive effecti on the development of

. . the students' attifidee and appears to counteract the negative develop-'..

IP
-t

ment which otherwise ,occurs between grades'3 and 5. (3) The leaching
.

, material has had somewhat more effect in classes with than intclasses
Wjtlipurimmiginnt children. (4) Teaching about international issues'.
prior to the experimental teaching has been dl impoitance for the
development of positive student/attitudes towards other ethnic
and international relations. (5) There iS-, positive relakonship between'

-the Interest of the teacher for teaching about international issues and J'
. the degree of the students' tideranco tovards 'other ethnic'groups anits

' world citizen responsibility.'
4 - P' 7 .

Almgren, E. &Gustafsson, E.. World citizen .responsibtlity: :Assessment
' techniques, 'developmental studies, ,materiff construction'. and .expeO,

_mental teaching. Educational and Psychological. hteractions, No. 48,
.1974. A survey in English of the projort% research lie development .

"activities within sector W ("World citizen responsibility

-Almhed, B. & RiiikkOnen, P. F5rsOksverkstnnbet mcd nya forfner for apr--
mate Malan stilderande, Ware och ihtrig personal' vid,lararutEild-
ning,sanstalter: Samtbanstiilltiing av reinigssiar till SO. /New forms for
cooperation between ttudentsif-eachers and other personnel t Swedish,

r
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teacher training institutes: A survey of statements to the National Board
of Education./ Pedagogisk-psy. kologiska A.oblem, No. 91, 1969. In
connection with the work being done within the teacher training sector
of the tletuocraey" projeklt, the Ma1u Sehol Of Etlucatiou
Agreed to carry out a certain number of investigations. As a preliminary
step, a brief survey is presented of statements from teacher training
institutes to the National Board of Education, concerning (1) the current
situation in the schools with regard to cooperation between different
groups and (2) various proposals for increased cooperation.

Bjerstedt, A. (Ed.) SOcialt samspet: En konferensrappOrt. /Social inter-
action: A conference report./ Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem, No. 94,
1969... In October 1969 a conference under the title "Social inter-
action" was held at the Malmo 'School of Education's Department of
Educational and Psychological Research. The main participants were
members of a special committee on, Cooperatiim in schools from the
National Board of Education, members of the Malmo Center for `)17

-EduatrOnal Development and members of two rescearchoprojects at 0
the Milmo School of Education ("Social developmen) and training"
el "Student dcmoczacy\j.,The' main purpose of ,:the conference was
to present and discuss some current research and development work
related to the theme: cooperation in sch ls. The report contains the ti
main contributions- made atythe cortferenc and some glimpses fromet
the discussions. z'

Bjerstedt, A. Cooperation, independence, mental agility: Some aspects of
preparedness for the future As an educational objectivez Educational
and Psychological Interactions, No. 36, 1971. Most people agree.that
scliools should do more to equip students for the futftre than simply
present them with a given mass of knowledge. For example, the students
should be trained to cooperate productively, to adopt their own sfand-
points with critical independence and to develop a mental agility that
will enable them to meet new problems creatively. Relatively little is
known of hoe?' these goals can best -be realized, and our opportunities
for objectively measuring hot* far these- objectives are reached are.
minimal. Some research projects in Malmii touch dpon this problem
area, and brief progress notes on some of these are presented, including
"Social development and training" and "Student democracy".

Fljersteclt, A. Fyra aspektei au social utueckling och ;reining. /Four
aspects of social development and training./ ("Pedagogisk orientering 'N.

nh.debatt" No. 45.) Melina: Larar4gskolan, 1973. (a) This book,
gives a brief survey i Swedish on the recent Ma1m5 research on social
development and trai ning.

Bjerstedt, 'A. Social development 41,11 student democracy: -Notes on two
research project's. Educational and Psychological Interactions, No. 314
1973. (b) This report gresents an English-language survey of .the
two projects "Social develtpment and training" and "Student democ-

1
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racy". The sur eyt complemented by a list of the publications from
these two projects and brief abstracts of the reports published.'

Bjerstedt, A. (Ed.) ,Social utveckling och fostran i grundskolan: NAgra
rapportsamptantattningar. /Social development and training in the
comprehensive school: Some report summaries./ Pedagogisk-psykolo-

't- giska pi'oblem, No. 217, 1973. (c) The report, presents a number of
relatively dethiled summitries in Swedish of the main features of the
work carried out within the project "Socipl development and (raining".
The summary is divided itito three main sections: ,(I) Cooperation.
(11) Optimum resistance to authority and propaganda, (Ill) World
citizen responsibility. Part I includes' items on "Sex-role perception
as a barrier to cooperatiiin" (by Lennart Wiechel), "Assessing abilitv
to coopepte and independence" (by Lena-Pia L:ndholm Barbro
hundquik) and "Methods for group 'work seen from the students'
point of view at different age-levels" (by Britta Liljegren). Part II has
been written by Elisabeth Jernryd; PartIll by Eva Almgren Evy
Gustafsion.

. .
Bjerstfdt, A. (Ed.) Studerandedemokrati medplanering pit olika ut-

bilttningsstadier: NAgra rapportsammanftittningar. /Student .democracy
co-planning at different educational levels: Some report summaries./

Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem, No. 218, 1973. (d) This report'
contains a number off relativgly detailed summaries in Swedish of the
ihain features oil Hie work carried out within the proict "Student
democracy". The summary is divided' info three main sections: (I)

Grades-1-6, (II) Grades 7 -9 and upper secondary school, (III) Teacher
training sector. Part I has been written by Magnhild Wetterstroin;
Part II by Brigitte Valind and Lars Valind; Part III by Pekka Idman.

Bjcrstcdt, A. Vier Aspekte der sozialen EntIcklung and azichung.
Didakometrie and Soziometrie, No. 13, 19734. (e) .The report gives
brief summaries in German of the two projects "So-cial development
and training" and*"Student democracy".

Bjerstedt, A. (Ed.) Social utveckling och fostran i grundskolan. /Social
develdpment and training in the comprehensive school./ ("UtbildnifIgs-
forskning", No. 13.) Stockholm: titbilliningsfOrlaget, 1974. (a) This
bookgives a relatively detailedsurvey in Swedish, of the research ana
development activities Of the project. Various members of the project
staff have written different sections on their own work. The book
contains report abstracts in Swedish and a summary in English.

Bjerstedt, A. (Ed.) Studerandedemokrati -t ln,edplanerinq pd olika at-
bildningsstadier:1Student democracy co-planning at different educa-
tional levels./ ( "Utbildningsforskning ", No. 10.) Stockholm: 1Jthildnings-
forlaget, 1974. (b) This hook, gives a, relatively detidled survey in
Swedish of. the 'research and development activities of the project.
Various members of the project staff have written different sections
on their own ivork. The book contains report abstracts in Swedish and
a summary in English.
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Bjerstedt. Rodhe, B. (Ed.) Internationell forstaelse och internationeilt
medansvar son ,unaervisningsmal: Rapport fran en arbetskonferens.
International -enaerstanding and international recponcibility fig erinen-
tional objectives: A conference report0 Pedayogisk-psykologiska
problem, No. 99, 1969. The project "Social development and training':
has cooperated in variojls weys with the Swedish Unesco Council's
Aspro Committee. This cooperation included a working coriferencit
arranged in Bastad in November 1969 on %the theme "yucation in
international understanding: Analysis of objectives aru methods". At
the conference educational experiments and various te riling materials
related to the theme ware presented and group diseti sjons were held
in goal analyses and methods. 'The report summarizes some of the
information obtained and gives glimpses from the discussions.

Choynow"ski, M. & Idman, P. Adolescent aggressiveness and its dependence
on age, sex and position among siblings. Eddcational and Psychological .

Interactions, No. 38, 1973. Since aggres'siveness in children and .
adolescents is a phenomenon that is of importance for the social
development of the growing generation, a special study of the structure
and development of aggressiveness has been carried out as part of
the project "Social development and training". Those mainly responsible
for this study were the Polish Professor of Psye ology, M. Choynowski.
invited to the Malmo Department as visiting re reber, and P. Id-
man. The study concentrated ofi various- aspects of aggressiveness
between 11 and 15 years of age and ,rts connection With sex, age and
position among siblings. A Swedish version of the Buss-Durkee Hostility-

0 Guilt Inventory was used as a measuring instrument. In general boys
scored higher than girls on physical aggressiveness, while girls were
more prone to show guilt feelings. "Most types of aggressiveness, as
assessed by this instrument';`-decreased as the children got older. Among
thC boysG single and oldest children tended to score' higher on latent
aggressiveness, but loWer on overt aggressivenCSs in comparison with
middle and youngest children.

Choynowski, M. . Idman, P. & Nordstrom, A.-L. Matning av aggressivitell.
/Measurement of aggressiveness./ Testkonstraktion och^testdata, No.
19, 1973. This manual presents a SWedish version of the American
test. Hostility-Guilt Inventory, constructed by Boss and Durkee,`
and intended to measure different aspects of aggressiveness and guilt
feelings. In uadition to instructions for administration and scoring,
the manual presents data on factor analyses, ,reliability, validity, and
distributions.

Christoffersson. N.-O. & Gustafsson, E. "Varlcismedborgariunskap"
"viirldsmedborgaransvi;r": En prelimirtiir inv6ntering av l5romedel for
grundskolan. /"World, citizen knowledge" "World citizen responsi-
bility": A preliminary inventory of teaching aids for the comprehensive
school./ Pedagogisk dokumentation, No. 1, 1971. As part of the

4
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work -within the project "Sofia' development and training", a list, has
been made of material that could be, used in teaching .on the theme
"world citizen knowledge" "worlq citizen responsibility" in the
comprehensive syhooi. ii was thought fiat an inventory of :his type
could both make it easier to assess what new materials were needed
and be of use to teachers in quickly localizing various types' of existent

e materials. The list includes books, films, filmstrips, journals, brochures
and posters. Fictional literature forms an important part\

Christoffersson, N.-0., Gustafsson, E. & Je'sperson, Varldsmedborgar-
kunskap viirldsmedborgaransuar, /World citizen knowledge world
citizen responsibility./ *("Pedagogisk orientering och debatt", No. 37.)
Stockholm: Utbildningsforlaget, 1972. The inventories presented in
Christoffersson & Gustafsson, 1971 (cf, above) have been revised and
-extended and appear here in book. form. The contents of the lists are
divided into different protolem, areas. The list for each problem area
has in its turn four sub-sections (informative reading, 'experience
reading, AV aids, literature for the teacher). For the first three sec-
tions, there is an approximate division according to school level.

Gustafsson. E. & Lindholm, L.-P. Att mate 4varldsmedborgarlinsvar" med
projektiva test: NAgra data fray ett meningskompletterings- och ett

',,ol-dassoeiationstest. /Measuring "world citizen responsibility" ,by means
of prbjechC,:e'tests: Some data from a sentence' completion test and a
word association test./ Testkonstruktton och testdata,. No., 24, 1974.
The report presents two projective test instruments con'structed to as-
sess students' attitudes towards ethnic groups and international rela-
tions. The tests have been given to about 570 studepts in grades 2,4, 6,
8 and 9. Some data on coder agreement and on age and sex differences
are presented and discussed.

Hallgren. L. et al. Attityder till internationaliserad undervisning bland
grundskollarare. !The attitudes of comprehensive school teachers to
wards internationalized teaching./ Pedag,ogisk-psykologiska problem, No.
205, 1972. = An opinion poll has been carried out into the attitudes
and opinions of 476 comprehensive school teachers on teaching about
international problems. The results show that a majority of the teachers
consider that it is'important to teach about international problems and
that there is considefable interest for an internationalization of the
teaching. Despite this, about half of the teachers state that international
questions have been dealt with "to a small extent" in their own
teaching and in the teaching of the comprehensive school. The reasons
for4his discrepancy Iltween on the one hand the interest and commit.
ment shown by the teachers and on the other "the actual situation"
can be that no suitable teaching material has been available at the
schoois and that the basic teacher training and in- service training has
been inadequate. ThC teacheri consider, namely, that these pNoblems
are the greatest obstacle to an internationalization of the teaching.

r
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Idman, P. FihrsOksverksamliet med nya former OP samarbete ruellan
studerande, lame och &rig personal vid lararutbildningsanstalter:

. FOrslag till forsOksverksamhet. -iffe4t forms for cooperation between
students, teachers and other personnel .At Swedish teacher..training_
institutes: A proposal, for experimetitalion./ Pedagogisk-psykologiska
problem, No. 11, 1970. /a) In an-earlier report (Almhed & Mkt&
nen, 1969), the first stage of an investigation was presented in the forin
of a summary of statements from the teacher training institutes to the
:National Board of Education. The second stage reported. (a) data from
a questionnaire given to teachers and student teachers at teacher
training institutes in the spring term of 1969, (b) content Analysis of
the minutes from two central bodies at the Schools of ,Echication, the

; r

President's Board and the Teachers' Council, and (c) alternative
suggestions for possible experimentation (based on the collected. and
processed material). The present report consists of a summary of the
account that was sent to the National Board of Education at the end of
1969.

Idman, P. Institutionsnimnd forsok med institutionsdemokrati .vid
perlagogisk-psykologiska institutionen vid lararhOgskolan i Malmo.
/Department board experimentation with new forms for democratic
management at the Malmo School of Education./ Pedagogisk-pagkolo-
giska problem, Flo: 113, 1970. (b) For various reasons it was not_

1972 that a 'general.- experimentation with new forms for Co.

r4pesation was started inNthe teacher training sector. Following an
Initiative taken locally, however, experimentation with extended deptirt-
mental democracy was starter' during the spring term of 1989 at the
Nialmii School of Eddcntion's Department of Educational and Psycho.
logical Research. Among other measures taken, the director of the
Department delegated his statutory decision Junctions to a committee,
i.a. composed of elected representatives of the teachers, research

' workers, other staff and students. The report describes an explorative
following-uR of the experiments that was -carried' out by means of
questionnaires and analyses of tape-recordings from the meetings. It
is sufficient here to refer to the main result' of the investigation, namely
that after approximately one year:s experience of the experiments all
the groups concerned wished to retain the ;committee (which is still
functioning to this day).

Idman. P. Installning till skoldemokrati bland Akolledare: En explorativ
studie. /Attitudes towards student democracy among school leaders:
An explorative study) Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem, No. 124
1970. (cit., Terms such as "school democracy" or "student democracy"
'are often used very vaguely. The key position held by school leaders
when the ideology of student democracy is to be put into practice,
makes a'stitcly of their opinions concerning student co-planning and
cooperation of interest. These opinions were explored with the aid of
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a. conference questhInnaire and postal questionnaires dealing with such
aspects as (a) which areas are suitable for co-planning, (b) which
forms this cooperation should take, (c) for which age.level they are
adequate, (d) in which questions the stuaent councils should be allowed
to decide, etcDifferences with respect to age levels and decision
areas as well as between types of questionnaire wereilemonstrated and
discussed.

Idman, P. Samverkan mellan larare och lirarkandidater i lararutbii
ningen: NAgra opinionsdata../Cooperation between teachers and stu-
dent teachers: Some data on opinions./ Pedagogisk-psykologiska prob-
lem, No. 132, 1971. (a) This report presents both some international
perspectives of the bids for democratization made at the end of the
sixties, and accounts of questionnaire studies carried out among leachers
and student teachers in 1969 at all the Schools of Education in Sweden.
TN? questions dealt with concern among. other things (I) the student
body, cooperation in general, as experienced and as desired, and
(3) knowledge of and attitudes to those formal bodies for cooperation
which were instituted by the Schools of Education Act of 1968. The
results show that the.-close relations" function, well, but that the stu-
dent teachers feel that their opportunities for exerting influence out-
side these small groups, are unsatisfactory. A very? large proportion of
those answering did not know how the School of Education's com-
mittees and councils work. A large group of both teachers and student
teachers consider that some form of general referendum should be
intnduced for deciding moreimportant issues at the School. and that
the urain cooperation body should be given decision-inakinRstatus.

Idman, P. Samverkan Indian larare och lararkandidaler i lararutbild-
ningen. /Cooperation between teachers and student teachers in teacher
training./ Reprint Series (NWI'd School of Education), No. 107. 1971.
(b) A 'tondensed article o the questionnaire studies concerning the
opiniohs of teachers and student teachers on student democracy in
teacher training (cf. the more detailed report; Pedagogisk-psykologiska

- problem, No. 132).

Idman. P. Forsoksverksampet Med nya samarbetsformer lararheig-
skoldn i Ma Erfarenheter fiiin den l'Orsta forsokstermiuen. JExperi-

#:
mental work with new forms of cooperation at the Ma IW School.of
Education: Experiences from the first term of the experiment. Peda-

t gbgisklisykologiskff prnhlem, No. 183. 1972: (al During the spring
term of 1972, experiments with nevi forms of cooperation were started
at the teacher training institutes dAtughout Sweden. These experi,
ments were followed up with a special study at the Malmo ,School of
Education as part of the "Student democracy" project. In this context-
a sample of student teachers. teachers and other staff were asked to
fill in 4sestioenaires before the experiments had started and then again
when they had been under way for a few months. The meetings of the
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President's Bard and the main 'educational committees have been
recorded on tape and analysed. In addition the minutes from the
meetings of these committees during 1971 have been compared with
iid IDulUtes takeli t1 ILci, alcciiao titaitis ilic ext.;e1intuniui period
in 1972. Seslral, of the resylts are positive, and the requirements
for impartiality ha've been better fulfilled than was earlier the case.
The training aspect. on the other hand, might still be saidto be under-
developed.

Idman, P. Relationer mellan atti.tyder till ikoldemokrati och vissa person-
lighetskarakterishka. /The relation between attitudes towards school
democracy and certain personality traits.! Pedagogisk-psykologiska
problem, No. 18119721 (b) The present report gives an account of
a piece of research in which the main aim has been to investigate the
possible relation between attitudes towards school democracy and
certain personality traits. The studies have been carried out among

. students taking-the class teacher course at the Schools of Education
in Malm6 and Kristianstad. The analyses show that there are connec-
tions between attitudes towards school democracy and various test
variables within the area rigidityflexibility. Those showing a more
restrictive attitude in questions of school democracy often have, for
example, a more rigid, authoritarian attitude toward the bringingkup
of children,.a stricter, punishing attitude in,distiplinary questions and
higher scores on a'dogmatism test than people who are more positive
towards the Oka of school democracy. Ttnis attitudes towards school
democracy can be said to be an integral part of a more extensive
complex of. attitudes and tendencies towards certain types of experi-
ences. This can in its turn mean that they are not particularly easy to
influence.

Idnian, P. Samverkansopinioner inom lararutbildningen: En stUdie :ay

opinionkutvecklingen under nAgra terminer. /Opinions on cooperation
within the teacher training sector: A study of the development of
opinions during a few terms./, Pedagogik-psykologiska problem, No.
180, 1972. (c) In the spring term of 1969 the project "Student
democracy" condncted an extensive opinion survey at Schools of
Education throughout Sweden, on a number of questionq concerning
cooperation (cf. Pedagogisk:pgykolagiska problem, No: 132). In order
to make it possible to follow the developm'ent of opinions in the
questions concerned, new data were gathered from student teachers
at the Schools of Education in Malmo and Kristianstad in 1970 and
11971 respectively. In a number of these questions the later studies
taw changes of attitude. The average differences 'are very small

throughout, however, and the main result of the investigations is that
no great changes in opinions could be established in the questions
studied during the period 1969-1971. In all "essential respects the
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results obtained front the investigations of 1969 are still valid a few
terms later.

Idman, P., Skoldemokratiattitvde* och personlighetcdrag: Ett testbatteri.
/Attitu t ar school, democracy and personality traits: A test
battt ./ T stkonit uktion och testdata, No. 16, 1973. (a) Between
1969 and 1972, studies were carried out among student teachers taking
the class teacher course on relations between attitudes towards school
democracy/on the one hand and certain personality traits, particularly
in the area rigidityflexibility, on the other. The results of these .
investigations have been published in a separate report (Pedagogisk-
psykologiska problem, No. 181). With the exception of the tests that
are available commercially, the measuring instruments used in these
investigations are presented here.

Idman, P. Student democracy in teacher training: Opinions, individual
correlates, and innovation studies. Educational and Psychological Inter-
actions, No. 44, 1973. (b) In this report the project's studies within
the teacher training,sector are briefly summarized in English.

Idman, P. Equality and democracy: Studies of teacher training. (Studia
psychologica ct paedagogica, No. 23.) Lund: Gleerup, 1974. In this
book the project's major stip:lies within the teacher training sector
are summarized in English .1,pith more detailed presentations than in
Educational and Psychological Interactions, No 44). After a prese'ntal
tion of equality and democracy as educational goals according to text
analyses of the daily press and the student press (a study carried out
within another project), the major sections dealing with studies from
the "Student democracy project" halve the following titles: (a) An
emotive and descriptive meaning of the concept of school democracy;
(b) Cooperation in teacher training: Some studies of opinion; (c) The
development of attitudes concerning Mather training during the first
term; and (d) Relations between attitudes towards school democracy
and some personality c racteristics.

Idman, P.. Bjork, K. & reimer, I. Lararkandidaters installning till sin
utbildningssituation: studie av attitydutvecklingen under den forsta
terminen. /The de of student teachers tO their training situation:
A ,study of the development of attitudes during the first term./ Pedago-
gisk- psykologiska problem, No. 182, 1972. It has sometimes been
assumed that student teachers develop during their training a generally
negative attitude towards the teachers and the training as a whole and
that this negative attitude emerges during the very first term of the
training. It should he important both for teacher training in general
and for the development of democratic cooperation to find out more
about this phenomenon. For this reason the development of attitudes
during the first term at the School of Education has been studied in
an explorative special study. The investigation involves student teachers.
taking the courses for primary, junior and pre-school teachers at the

/



Schools of Education in Ka 'Aug. Kristialistad and Malta. Taken
as a whole, the group studied revealed a positive attitude pattern during
their first term, but negative affinities did ids° develop in sevcrat
important areas. Even Hindi, the pattern of attitude development was
not as glomily as some observers had predicted, it does contain warning
signals that should stimulate those concerned into, continuing to follow
and debate the trend.

Jernryd, E. Ett forsok att med ett Iiirarskattningsschema miita olika typp
av beroende--oberoende-beteenden. /An attempt to measure various
types of dlependent-vs.-independent. behavior by means of teacher
ratings./ Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem, No. 127, 1970. A schedule
to be used by teachers in rating students was constructedAn selecting
items the author was partly guided by II. C. Kelnian's model of social
influence processes. Rating data have been collected on students in
grades 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 of the comprehensive school. Separate factor
analyses lia4 been carried out 'for...grades 5, 7 and 9 and one for
grades 5+7+9 together. On the basis of thcse analyses, the statements
that recurred on the same factor and the same pole in the four analyses
with at least significant loadings were comgined. These scales measure
social dependence ("help-seeking impressionability"), evaluative ability
("the studenti' ability to assess critically different type; of informatibn
and inclination to accept :more objective arguments"); passive depen-
dence ("anxious passivity"), active independence ("independeit, initia-
tive and achievement-pliented dependence. -

Jernryd, E. Kenstruktiolt Och:analys av m5tinstrument med anknytning
till veriabeln "optimal aukto,ritets- och propagindaresistens". /Construc-
tion and analysis of measuring instruments related to the variable
"Optimum resistance to authority and propaganda"./ Pedagogisk-
psykologiska problem; No. 166, 1972. The report .presents a number
of measuring instruments that have been constructed for the purpose
of measuring and obtaining greater understanding of why some students
ia- grades 5, 7 and 9 of the comprehensive school have the ability to
evaluate critically and differentiate between different types of argu-
ment, to function independently etc., while others do not have this
ability or show more dependent behavior. The test battery (which iri
addition to more specific instruments also contains tests of intelligence,
anxiety, rigidity,' self- assessment etc.) has been tried out on 423
students. The data obtained have been factor analysed separately
for each grade. Examples of the results are: -(1) In all the analyses
a factOr could be identified which was described by measuring in-
struments that assess the ability of the students to evaluate critically
different types of information and their inclination to accept more
objective argumenti. (2) According to the analyses that have been
carried out, the students' ability to evaluate is not greatly related to
their personalities, which increases oaf prospects of being able to
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encourage and ilevflonthisi.ability. (3) One necessary prerequisite
far independent lie:4* is a certain degree of intelligence and fle x-
ibility. The kriOtiledge gained from these analyses about the tests
used makes it ,poi;ible-to: use-them more effectively in further evalua-,
tion studies. ,

Jethyd, E. "Optinia"tatiktoritets- och propagandaresistens":. Ett test-
batteri. /"Optimuni esistance to authority and propaganda": A test
battery./ Testkousdilio'n och testdata, °No. 17, 1973. (a) 1- The

° report presents a',7*Thattery which has been used in studies of the
variable area " resistance to authority and propaganda" within the
project "Social deitelplonsent- and- training": The majority of the tests
are, either newcorpructions or. revision& of American tests. The
measuring instil-1100ts have been developed for the purpose of ob-.
tainine' measureinintsrrif "'dependent independent behavior in the
students, of their ability to differentiate between different types of
information anViOrresisk one -sided influence, and of various per-
sonality traits. ThaItesf battery also includes questionnaires which are
intended to refletahe extent to which the opinions f the students
within differentst5bject areas ar6 influenced by the informition
conveyed to them.......m various sources.

Jernryd, E. Optimafiyegistance to authority and propaganda: Measuring
instruments, aged velopruents, Told educational influences. Educational
and Psychologic0iies,ra4tionst No. 40, 1973. (b) This is a surve
in. English of theOteareli and development activities within Section
of the project, dealliik-i4th "resistance".

Jernryd, '"Opimal atiktoritets- och propusandaresistens": En studie
av alders- och ondifferin's se r ./"Optimum resistance to authority and
picpaganda": A'Sludy of age and sex differences./ Pedagogisk-psyko-
loiiska problem, No. 230, 1974:,----The report presents and discusses
the results oQedalysis, Of age and sex differences in measurement
variables that Iiae been ,constructed for the purpose of measuring
dependi3ntindeVelent behavior In students in grades 5, 7 and 9 of
the comprehensive: Apart), the ability to evaluate critically different
types of information arid' to :resist one-sided influence. In addition
some aspect's, of person!ality :have been studied. The questions that
.have been dealt With tly illustrate the extent to which the school
has succeeded in ftilf ing some of the goals concerning social training
that are seated in- t e 1969 cutriculum fin the comprehensive school.
Examples of the res Its obtained: (1) /he students' evaluative ability,
i.e. tit& ability to valuate critically different, types of information
an r inclination to accept &ore" objective arguments, does not
increase to iceable extent between, the ages of lb and 16.
(2) In several analyses significant differences were obtained between
grade 7 on the one hand and grades 5 and 9 on the othei:\ which
seem to stem from their school situation, (3) The students express
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less authoritarian. dogmatic and rigid opinions as they grow older.
(4) Irrespective of age, the girls are- more inclined to display anxiety
than the boys.

.lernryd, E. & Alinian, E. Grundskoleelevers val 'ay och instillJning till
!Agra informationskiillor. /The choice of and attitudes towards sonic
sources of information among students in the compreh nsive school./
Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem.o. 214, 1973. -, The r ort presents
the results of two questionnaires" intended firstly, to in rease our
knowledge of comprehensive1 sclio,o1 students' (grades 5, and :9)
choice of and attitudes towards different sources of inform ion and
secondly, to find out the extent to which the students feel t at their
opinions and values, are ginfluenced by the information co veyed to
them by parents, schoollriends and teachers on the one and and
various= mass 'media on the other. The report also discusses changes
related to age. Examples of results: (1) The students are aware of
the influencing effect of both advertising and other propaganda. Never-
theless they consider that they are 'relatively resistant to the influence
that advertising and propaganda impose on them. The result indicites
that there is a need to make the students more aware of the fact that
they too are exposed to' the influence and "are affected by it. (2) Parents
play an important role in formi4 the students' opinions in grade 5,
but their role then diminishes and in grade 9 it is primarily "TV" and
" ews a ers" that are,%1 as sources of information. (3) A certain
difference eFween ,sexes exists. The boys appear to free themselves
from the opinions of their parents earlier than the girls' and to, form
their own ideas aliout things and events. In grade 9, however, this
difference between boys and girls has been elimityated. (4) The teacher's
chance's of influencing his students' attitudes tov/ards problems and
events in the world show a marked decrease in grades 7 and 9 corn-
pared ,to grade 5.

Klasson, M. Barnbibliotekens roll i barns och ungdoms ,sociala fostran.
/The role of children's libraries in the social training of children and
adolescents./ Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem, No. 87, 1969. Which
objectives do children's librarians consider to be the mist obvious in
their work? 'to what -extent are social training aspects taken into
consideratitm? These are 'some of the questions diseussed when data
from two exploratory questionnaire studies among children's librarians
in Stockholm, GOteborg and Morino are presented.

Liljegren, B. Attityder till grupparbete och mverkan hos sallka alders-
4rupper i grundskolan. /Attitudes towards gro > work and cooperation
on different age leyels in the comprehensive sc oold Peda§ogisk-psyko-
logiska problem, 1.13, 1972. On the ha is of exploratory data
from interviews Vitli 44achers, questionnaires addressed to students
were construcited, .dealiIng with, among other things, the students' ex-
perience of and attitude towards various ways of organizing; group
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work at school. The report presents questionnaire data collected from
a random sample of classes in grades 2, 5 and 8 in Kristianstad
district. The aim of study was primarily to illustrate differences
between different age groups in attitudes towards group work and
cooperation, but at the sanie time a certain amount of information
emerged about differences in these attitudes related to sex, the location
of the school and the type of class. A few examples front the results:
The degree of, teacher influence on group composition, division of
tasks, and the handling of group conflicts diminishes with increasing
age. At the same time, the desire for student participation in these
decisions .grows stronger.- Sex separation in grouping is more common
among older students, but in this case attitudes develop in the opposite
direction, so that senior students are more positive to inter-sex groups
than juniors. Some degree of teacher regulation seems necessAy in
order to avoid single-sex groups. Students at the middle level have the
mpst positive attitude towards group work as well as towards having
fortnal group leaders. When the students were asked what activities
they could suggest apart from group work that would involve training
in cooperation, study visits and excursions were often mentioned;
class parties and otNr program arrangements were named particularly
at the middle level; discussions and conversations, were suggested
specially at the upper level.

Liljegren, B. Group work methodology from the viewpoint of the students
at different age levels. Educational and Psychological Interactions,
No. 43, 1973. A summary in English of the project's study of
students' opinions on various ways of organizing group work in the
school (cf. Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem, No. 173)1

Lindholm, L.-P. & Lundquist, B. Att bed6mit samarbetsformAga och slaty-
stilndighet: Rapport film forsOk med smAgruppsobservationer. /As-
,sessing cooperation and independence: A report from an experiment
with observati of small groups./ Pedagogisk-psykologieka problem,
No. 148,19Z1.7wa) One important part of the study of ,behaviors

rilevant to Cooperation hhs been the construction and testing of differ-

t. ent methods for systematic classroom observation and interaction ana-
lysisgherefore a number of lessons showing group work (from classes©
in grades 4-6) have been recorded on "video-tape; the recorded
material has then been subjected to various types of analysis. An t
observation schedule intended to provide information about different
behaviors related to 't cooperation and inapendence in group' work
situations has been constructed and tested on the recorded material.
The report kesents the observation system and data on observer
agreement, which on the whole was satisfactory.

Lindholm, L.-P. & Lundquist, B. En observationsteknik for bedOmning
av samaibeiskarakteristika vid' grupparbeto.. /An observation technique
for measuring cooperation in group work./ Testkonstruktion och test-
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data, No, 8, 1971:' (b) A manual-type presentation of the observation
system used for the studies described in Pedagogisk-psykologiska
problem, No. 148 (cf. above).

Lindholm, L.-P. & Lundquist, B. Att bediima samarbetsfi rnulga. och
sialvstaindighet: En metodstudie. /Assessing cooperation and inde-
pendence: A methodological study./ Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem,
No. 203, 1972. This report presents further studies using the ob-
servation system presented in Pedagogisk-psOcologiska problem, No.
148 (cf. above). Thus, methods of making different kinds of observation
dita more comparable are examined, In addition, accounts are given
df a validation study, an investigation of the connection between ?ob-
servation data and other baCkground d and an analysis of structure.
"Independence" and ,"ability to coopeMn", as measured by the in-
struments in question, co-viriate positively ith each other; if, a
student is to function well in a co "eration lituation, it is often
necessary for him to demonstrate bot independence and the ability
to cooperate. Among the elnriections ith other traits can Be noted
that students with low verbal ability lofien showed tendencies to be
uncertain, indifferent or aggressive. Finally, on the basis of the
experiences gained, a revised version of the observation system is
prese ted and alternative observalion techniques and diffierent areas
for th r use are discussed.'"

,
Lindholm, L. & Lundquist. B. Cooperation and independence: Studies

of assessmentitecliniques in observations of small groups. Educational
and Psychological Interactions, Not 42, 1973, A summary in English
of the project's studies concerning systematic observation of behavior
tendencies during group work (cf. Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem,
No. 148 and No. 203).

Mansson, M. Nagra samarbetsrelaterade begrepp: empirisk-seman-
tisk och begreppsanalytisk exploration. /Some concepts related to co-
operation: A'n introduction to concept analysis based partly on em-
pirical data./ Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem, No. 143, 1971. (a)
A. series of concepts related to cooperation are discussed, together
with certain points in the curriculum, where the interpretation is
not self-evident. Illustrations are also taken from opinion data collected °
from a group of upper secondary school students, who have been
asked to answer a number of questions on cooperation.

Mansson, M. "Samarbetsberedskap" kontra "konkurrensorientering": Ett
fOrsok till testutveckling. /"Cooperation readiness" vs. "competition
orientation": An attempt at test development./ Xestkonstruktion och .

testcrata, No. 9, 1971. (b) This report gives a description of an attempt
to construct a test for measuring "Cooperation readiness" and to
develop it by means of a process of:recessive evaluation and revision.
Data collected on four different occsions are treated. Item analyses,
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reliability data and connections wit.other measuring instruments are
presented.

0

NIAnsson, M. Samarbetsbered. ap och drannitisk,verksilmhet: Ett pa-
verkansforsok i Ak 9. /Cooperation readiness an educational a:
A 'training experiment in lir ninth grade./ Pcdagogisk-Ply ologiska
problem, No. 153, 1971. (c) 'In theory. "educational drama" appears ..

'
, in some respects to _be a ver,y suitable method for trainink in Vooper- ,

ation. A program with exercises of this type was compilediand carried .1 a
through in four classes in grade 9 under the leadership of qie csrdihary :
teacher in Swedish. Four other classes functioned as control groups.
The effect of the prograw,has been measured by means of a number
of tests. In addition, th4comin is Of the teachers involved have been
registered an .the .attille of the students towards the training
program have ludic . 4 - .,Ps

NIAnsson, M. Sa rbetsbereds on; matobjekt:. Successiv konstriiktion,
och utprovnin v test. /Measurement of cooperation readiness: Suc- '
cessive construction and trying out of tests./ tPedagogisk-psykologiska
problem, No. 149, 4971. r (d) The report gives an account of a ,.

number of Attempts to increase our ability to 'determine a student's ... i!:,,

"cooperation readiness" by means of tests. Ttic study includes a series
of specific newly- constructed tests, together with some ,existent in-
struments of a awe general nature. As the data have been collected,
revisions have been carried out successively: In 'all, the tests-Jhave -
been tried out lopetimes. An account is given of item analyses, reli-
ability data, inter-test correlations and the yesult's of facto: analysis.. °

MAnsson, M. Samdrbetsvanor och samarbetsattitydez: NAgra enkiitdata.
frAn grundskol lever. /600peration habi and 'at 'yhides: Some iafa.,.
from n survey f students in the compreh nsive s ool./ Pedivogisk- - ;
psykologiska p iblem, No. 146, 1971. (e) The report gives"an '
account of the tilts obtained from quest' mires given to coMpre-

hoothoot tudents in all grades cone ruing their cooperation
habits d attit des. The answers have bee studied in relation to
grade, sex and pe of teaching (teaching in a normal class or in a
special class), S it glimpses from the results: In general the students .
preferred workin in pairs; those taught. in special classes pi;ferreilt
however, to a gr titer degree than those in normal classes to work
individually, foltcing the instructions of the teacher or the book: -The
majority were re! lively Satisfied with the cooperation in the class,
but about "every to th student thinks that the cooperation is "bad" -or i
"very bad". Ap ximately every -third student in grades 1-3, every
fourth in grades 4-6 and every tenth in grades 7-9 'stated that they

. quarrelled Avithlomeone in the class "almost every day".
Itodhe, 13. (Ed.) UndervIsningens internationatisering:. Lagesrapport frail-

en arbetskonferens. /Internationalization of education: A progress,-1
report from a workitig conference./ Pedaiagisk-psykologiska probleni4_

4.0 0



No. 138, 1971. Airport from the first Basted conference in'. co-
operation with the ASPRO committee and the. project "Social devel-
ailment and training was published in 1969 in the series "Pedagogisk-

bpsykologiska problem". The present report follows on from the first,
M N

Cf:

with an account from4the second Bfista,d conference, called "Inter-
nationalization of education: Goals, models, coordination" (March
1971j: The repittaincludes the working documents (by Bengt Nialm-
berg, Birgit Rodhe Sten Rodhe and Bertii Yden, among others) that

.formed the basic material hit- the discussions. Also included ae a
confribution entitle1 "Can the internationalization of education. be
internationalized?" by . Karl- Reinhold . Haellquist, glimpses from the
work being done in the Malmo project, an account of the pitnel
and group discussions, and a presentation of educational material
within the area of internationalization.

Rodhe, B. & Bergman, E. (Eds.) Simla i invandrarland: En konferens-
rapport. /School in an immigrant country: A conferende report./ Peda-
gogiskepsykalogiska problemr\_. 'No. 237, 1974. The two conferences on
internationalization of,eductan reported earlier (Bjerstectt & Rodhe,
1969; Rodhe, 1971) was; followed up by a third (held in 1973). "Immi-
grants can help us to irkmationalize, education", says a spokesman
for the National Board of Education of Sweden. But many immigrants
in Sweden maintain: "SWetlfn still is a country just for Swedes". The
discussions at the third con*ence dealt Vth the problem area indicated
by these two quotatio/lIttowat, were made $te test the degree of

.,

internationalization achiev 'oirwhat happens to immigrants in SWed-.
ish schools. A series of paper's presented at this conference are collected ---,

in this leport, including information on the Malmo sub-project on
"world citizen responsibility".

Svensson, G. Ett studiematerial mu ' pftverkan och propaganda. /Study, ,
material on influence and l propaganda./ Pedagogiska hydpmedel, 1972.

0) ,,,71*,, The report.gives a account' of a study materiai that aims at
promoting the resistance4oLltthe individual to tendentious influence
slid his ability to hold an independent standpoint. The material con-
sists of a students' handbook which4orms the basic ma erial far the-,,,
students' work on influence -and propaganda, a rela y detailed
teacher's handbook,-and a terminal test that caii beinse to evaluate, .,,,...-certain effects of the program. g

Svensson, Z. "Optimal auktoritets- och propagandaresistens": Konst
tion och preliminfir utprovning av ett pfiverkningsprOgram. rOplimum
resistance to propaganda and authority";, The construction and prelim-
inary testing of 'an, educational program./ Pedagnisk-psykologiskd
problem, No. 204, 1972. (b) The present report gives an account of
the consttuction of a study material intended. to proinote the ability of
the individual to resist tendentious influence 'and to Maintain an
independent 'point of view. (The material is present&I in the .series

a
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Pedagogiska hjalpmedel, cf. above.) In addition a report is giveif of a
preliminary testing of the-material in seven classes in grade 19. with
t ffe main purpose of creating a . basis for revision and continued
testing. 0

Valind, B."Forstatirserfarenheter frAn en fiirsciksveiksamhet med vidgade
former for inflytande. /First-year experience of an experiment in
extended student influence./ Pedagogisk-psykblogiska problem,'No. 142,
1971. During one school year a school in Malmo oxpcitimented with
the extension of student influence both by increasing the number
of student representatioTes in various bodies atieby giving the studcnts
insight and influence in morc bodies than at other Schools. The report
presents an attempt made tt evaluating the effect by means of a
questionnaire administered to both students and teachers. The majority
of the teachers considered that the school` had become neither better
nor worse asfar as.school democracy or the g°eneral atmosphere were
concerned. A large proportion of the students on the other hand were
of the opinion that both the genera' atmosphere at the school and

'/ school democracy hal,k improved. Various advantages and disadvantages
connected with this type of experiment are discussed.

Valind, B. Elevinflytandelenom eleoa-Ad, iimneskonferenser och samarbets-
namnd. /Student influence through student council, subject conferences, -\
and cooperation' committee./ Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem, No. 209,
197/. The present report ents data connected with the problem
of 9o-influence in the %chop sttMy has focused mainly on three
problem areas? How does the ractiOn between students Ancr 'Their
representatives in the student council, subject conferences and co-

- operation committee function?' What attitudes and opinions' do the
students 'have concerning their representative's and the activities of the
bodies? What kind of changes do the students see as important in
the forms for student represehtation, and the ,decisio'h area of the
bodies? The studies were carried out by means of knowledge tests,
opinion "-"Lnd.attitude questionnaires and sociometric tests, and data
were Collected from grades 7 to 12 in five Malmo schools. It can be
noted that the first prerequisite for active co-influence, namely know-
ledge of the existing cooperation bodics, was very often not fulfilled.
Three requests were made by the students for all the 'major bodies
studied (student council, subject conferences and cooperation com-
mittee): more information, a more complete representation of students
(from the entirc ,comprehensive school, grades 1-9) and the right 6

to make dccisions in at leastgome matters.
Valind, B. & Petterson, I.-L. Studier titan larare: Enkiitdata frAn gym-

imsister under Iiirarkonflikt. /Studying without teachers: Questionnaire
data from upper secondary school students during a teachers' labour
conflict./ Pectagogisk-psykologlska problem, No. 233, 1974. During
the school conflict of 1971, student data were collected by means of
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postal questionnaires from two groups: (a) a random sample consisting
of eVe,ry sixth student from the first and last grades of all the upper
secondary schools in Malmo; (b) a special group, consisting of five
classes from the last grade of the :upper secondary school who had
two,, years earlier taken part in the preliminary investigations of the
project "Student democracy". Thc.questions concerned both the work
situation during the conflict and student influence in the schools. There
is nothing in thcse data to suggest that student influence has in-
creased during the time that elapsed between the studies.

Valind, B. & Valindn. Student democracy in grades 7-9 and the upper
secondary school: Educational and Psychological Interactions, No. 47,
19714. In this report the project's studies in grades 7-9 of the
comprehensive school and in, the upper secondary' school are sum-
marized in English.

Valind. L. Anti-indoktrinering och skoldemokrati: En studie av SECO:s
indoktrineringskampanj vid KiillAngssk Ian i Malmo. /Anti-indoctri-
nation and school democracy:. A stu of SECO's indoctrination
campaign at KiillAngs School in Malmo./ Pedagogisk-psykologiska

-problem, No. 162, 1972. (a) In 1969, the Central Organization of
Swedish students in compulsory and secondary schools (SECO) carried
out a campaign, the aim of which was to make the students more aware
of %Indoctrination risks" alid,.more critical of various sources' of in-
formation, including school-books. This campaign was studied at
a Malmii secondary school. A number of hypotheses were formulated
(partly dealing with possible effects of the campaign on opinions'
concerning schoolderitocrac) and tested by means_ of queAionnaire
data; most of these hypotheses were confirmed. For. example, the
results tended to show that student 'belief in the possibility of
achieving school democracy increased.

Valind, L. Elevattityder till demokrati i skola och samhalle i olika pA-
verkansmiljOer. -/Student attitudes towards democracy in 'school and
society in relation to the degree of influence applied by different
setting Pedagogisk-sykologiska problem, No.' 207, 1972. (b)

Attitudes towards democracy in school and society were studied in
three inherent, student groups from the first 'grade of the upper
secondary school). The first group functioned as a Control group and
was not exposed to any special influence apart from the normal
school activities. The jecond group w4iNinvolved in experimentation
with cxtended student influence; and the' third groiip took part not
only in these experimental activities, but, also in study circles
democracy. In some student groups at least, the expecimentat
seemed, to have a positive effect, on attitudes towards democracy i
school and, society. No additional effect could be traced, howev
from the study circle program.

I
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Valind, L. Installning till demokrati i samhalle och skola: Konstruktion
och, utprovning av attitvdschema. /Attitudes towards democracy in
society and at school: Construction and testing of attitude scales./
Testkonstruktion och testdata, No. 11, 1972. (c) The report gives
an account of the successive construction and testing of an attitude
instrument for the study cf attitudes towards democracy (which were -
then used in further studies; cf. Pedagogiskpsykologiska problem,
No. 297).

Valind, L. Elevopinioner till forsoksverksamhet med vidgade former f5r
elevinflytande. /Student opinions on experimental activities with ex-
tended forms of student influence./ Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem,
No. 215, 1973. The expehences gained from the first rear of the
experimental activities at Kallfithgs School (Cf. B. Valhid's report,
Pedagogisk-psykologISka problem, No. 1.12) were considered suffi-
ciently interesting for the "Student democracy" project to continue
with more detailed studies during the following year. The investigations
involved all the students in the first grade of the upper secondary
school at Kfillangs-/School. Measurements were carried out on three
different occasions: immediately after the start of the school year,
after one term's experimental activity rind at the end of the school
year. Some comparisons were possible between sub-groups (between
a group that in addition to the experimental program also took part
in a study circle on democracy' and a group that did not participate
in this special course; and between students that functioned as repre-
sentatives in one of the cooperation bodies and students that had no
such functions). As has also emerged from other studies in the
project, students feel that they are given too little informalton; a more
energetic circulation of information seems to be called for. Most of
the students feel no special motivation for working in the various
cooperation bodies, but consider that they would feel more motivated
if they were given more genuine influence in the questions dealt with.
In general, the students did not feel the experimentation to be a partic-
ularly important step towards increased school democracy. However,
they did state that there had been some positive effects on the general
climate at the school (increased understanding between,teachers and

'students etc.).
'Valind, L. Nligra lararsynpunkter pit grupparbete, sarnarbete och social

fostran pit grundskolans lag- och mellanstadium. /Teacher opinions
on group work, cooperation and social training in grades 1-8 of the
comprehensiVe school./ Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem, No.232,197.1.)

The report presents explorative .interview data from a group of
teachers with special experience of group work methodology. Areas
dealt with include problems of group size, group composition, group
leadership, group conflicts etc. Comparisons are also made between.
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the present teacher data and student data reported earlier (cf. ileda-
gogisk-psykologiska problem. Not 173).

Wedberg. C. Attityder till undervisning om intsmationella problem hiapd
hOgstadieelever och gymnasister: En explorativ studie. /Attitudes/of
students in gra'iles 7-9 and the upper secondar school towards teach-
irg oa internatianal problems: An exploratory study) Mimeogr. rep.. s.

-1972. This report presents the results of an exploratory' question-
naire study carried out on about 680 students in grades 7-9 and the
upper secondary school. A relatively comprehensive collection of
quotations is presented, in order to give a.:mote concrete picture 01
the students' opinibns. A very, large 'group of students state that
they are interested in teaching on international problems; an even
larger group emphasize the importance of such teaching. What them
does the concept International problems" mean to the students? The
younger ones often speektk of hunger, suffering, the uair division of
wealth, racial conflicts and war. The older indents laigely name the
same problems but express them-id a greater extent in political terms.
POsitive and negative points of view from the students on the teaching
given in .school on this subject are presented and discussed.

WetterstrOrn. M: Skoldemokrati pa lag- och mellanStadiet: Olika 1?er6rda.
gruppers syn p4.medinflytandeproblematiken i skolan. /School delve.
racy in grades 1-6: The problems of co- influence as seen by different
groups of school personnelJ Pedagogisk-psg lo iska problem, No.
171, 1972. (a) The report presents.questionnhire stu which
headmasters. supervisory teachers, three different teacher groups
student 'teachers express their opiniOns on co-influence in the schooLs.

The-present distribution of influence within the school and the indi-
vidual class is described,"as well as the desirable distribution in the
school, class and - educational system' in the future. Ideas about the ideal
headmaster!'teimber and student are alio presented. There is,a relatively

I, unanimous body of opinioh that the students should be given more
influence. Both headmasters and teachers consider, however,. that this
should be dime at the expense of the other category's influence, not',
their own. All groups are relatively agreed about the ideal distribution
of influence in the school as a whole, lint.their estimation of the present'
distribution varies (with a.tendency to overestimate` the influence of ,

other categojies). The teachers at .Eira School in Sjockholm report a
Gonsiderably more* even distribution of influence between headmaster.
teachers and students (with greater student influence and less influence
for thi hes aster and teachers) than the other groups. The propc:tion
of teachers who do not want to increase the students' influence in the
classroom i however, the same at Eira .SchooLos in the general.
teacher gro . which suggests that there is a resistance to change that
is partly um.. ated to the actual distribution of influence.
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WetterstrOme M. Sioldemokriti pa fig- och- Rellanstadiet: Nagra larar-
gruppers syn pa bellutsfattandet i en rad specifika klasSrumssituationer.
/ SchooL democracy in giades 1-6: The views of some groupThrteachirs
on decision-making in 'a series of Specific classroom situationsJ
Pedagogtsk-psykologiska pioblem, No. 172. (b) This report presents
answers froni a questionnaire in which a "normal" group of teachers,
teachers from a demonstration and experimental school and teachers
from Eira School irkStockholm lat the time when experiments iri schobl
democracy were being carried out at this school) express their opinions
on student influence in a series of concrete classroom situations. The
recomme ndations given. in the curriculum are presented, together, with
teachers' opinions on possible negative consequences of increased stu-

' dent, iroence. In general the teachers themselves make most of
the becisions within the class. Systematic dhTerences emer6 between
the groups, however, corresponding to the expected average position
of the different groups ?n a `progressiveness" continuum. Thus the 0
teachers at Eira School have reported a greater degree- of student
influence than the other two groups. DI-pite these difference? in the
degree of actual student influepce. a dnite pattern appeared among
the situations used, so that in all the groups studied these situations
are ranked in the same way (from situations in which the students
have d greater degree of influence on the decisions to situations' in which
the teacher usually makes the decisions atone). There is reason to sup-

14/ pose that this grouping of situations provides a suitable basis for a
gradual development of the students' ability to make relevant decisions
themklves.

Wetterstram, Xf. SlioldemOkrati pa lag- och mellanstadiet: Analys och
diskussiott. iSchoOl democracy is grades 1-6: Analysis and discussionJ
Picfrigoglik-psykologirka problem, No. 177, 1972. (c) While the two
rep.Orts mentioned earlier (Nos. 171, 172) have worked with simple
descriptive statistics, the data are here made the object of more detailed
statistical analyses (factor analysis, analysis of variance). Further,
the answers of the teacher groups are romparrd with their background
data and the answers of the,group of student teachers with the results
of a battcry of personality tests.

Wetterstr6m, M. Elevradsverksamhet utvidgad till lag- och mellanitadi;t:
Uppfoljning av ett SECO-initiativ. /The .extension of studenf council
activities to grades 1-6: Following up an initiative taken by the Swed-
ish School Students' Central. Organization) Pedagogisk-psykologiska
prbblem, No. 212, 1973. The report presents an exploratory evalua-
tion of experiments in extending student council activities to grades
1-6. These activities were only guided in the initial Nihase and were
then followed up without intervention. The results show that initially
the students had very little knowledge of the school's cooperation bodies
and that this was coupled with a belief inthe powers of the Students'

'`
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Council to protect the interests of the students that was out of all pr6-
portion to the actual situation. The study revealed some of the diffi-
culti6 that this kind of attempt at democratization must contend with:
i.e. the balancing act that must be maintained between on the one
hand the students' ,need of adult %upport and oft the other the benefit
lo.the students of making their own :aisiakes.

Wetterstrom. M. SkOldemokrati pa lag- och mellanstadiet: Elevasikter.
!School democracy In grades 1-6: Student opinions./ Pedagogisk-
psykologiska problem, No. 241, 1974. (a) The report contains an
ALLUUt t of a series of studies made in grades 1-6 in order to illum-
inate the attitudes of the students towards coinfluence at school.
Among the results presented here are suggestions made by students
for improving the school. the assessments made by differenl'student
groups of their present and desired influence. comparisons between
the opinions of teachers and ski:0611s on these issues and the devel-
opment within this area during ii two -year period. A more general dis-
cussion of the problems of co-influence is also included. Some of the
statements made by the students 'suggest that the decisio M'ations
registered can be graded according -to the criterion "a essibility fort
decentralized decision-making". This grading could then form one °A
the bases on which a program for systematic training in democratic
decision-making at this school level could be drawn up (cf. Pedagogiii-
psykologiska problem. No. 172). As was expected, the students at Err?
School bad stated that they had More actual influence than the students
in Malmo; they givR only a very small increase in their influence as
theideal situation, however, which indicate that a "saturation point". ^' exists. Comparisons* made over the years 1969-1971 suggest that no 4,

noticeable development has taken place during this period as far as
student influence inthe classrooms is concerned.

Wetterstrom. M. Student democracy in grades 1-6. Educational and
Psycholdgical lnteractiOns, No. 46, 1974. (b) In this report the pro-
ject's studies in grades 1-6 of the comprehensive school are summa-
Tired in English.

o

Wiechel. L. Kainsrollsperception som samverkansbarriiir: Ett paverknings-
fOrs6k. Forfors6k. /Perception of sex roles as a barrier to cooperation:
An attempt to exert influence. Pisliminary try-out.! Forsciks- och
demonstrationsskolan (Malmo: School of Education). No. 22; 1971.
A pilot study on sex-role perdeption as a barrier to cooperation. (Cf.
main study in Wiechel, 1972 b.)

Wiechel. le Konsrolisperception och samverkansberedskap: Konstr- uktion
av ett testbatteri. /Sex-role perception and cooperation readiness: Con- __,---
struction of a test battery./ Testkonstruktion och testdata, No. 18, 1072.
(a) The report presents a-number of newlyconstructed instruments

OboV7
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for the study of sex-role perception and cooperation readiness -in,
grades 4-6 of the comprehensive school. The instruments have been
developed primarily for use in a special study within the project
"Social development and training", in which attempts have been -Made
to influence sex-role perception (counteract stereotyped sex rotes); cf.
Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem, No. 169.

Wiechel, L. Konsrofisperception som samarbetsbarriar: Ett pAverknings-
forsok. /Perception Of sex roles as a.--barrier to cooperation: An attempt
to exert influence by means of two educational programs./ Pedagogisk-
psykoldgiska problem, No. 169, 1972. (b) In this study attempts have
been made to focus upon a specific barrier to 'cooperation and attack
it by means of two different influencing technique's. Sociometry has
long been able to show that a sex-role barrier exists between boys and
girls. This barrier is expressed in many Ways, such as avoiding the
choice of classmates of the opposite sex in group work situations and
having stereotyped ideas about what characte'rizes the male and female
in role. Within the Cooperation project, a nuinNr.of measuringpstru-
Alents for sez -role perception and assessment of cooperation readiness
between the sexes have been developed. In addition two models for
applying influence have been designed and tested. One ,of them con-
centrates on discussions and information based on texts and pictures;
the other makes use of role-playing techniques. S4x classes in grade 4
and six in grade 6 within Kristianstad school district have parti-
cipated in these experiments. Some examples of the results: The
programs have had an effect in the intended direction: the groups ex-
posed to the influence have changed and become more ready to co-
operate and more ihclined to reject a stereotype picture of traditional
sex rolei. The girls showed a greater degree of readiness to consider
the sexes equal and a tendency to exPress" a greater readiness to co-
operate. There is good reason to assume that the influencing effect
would gain from a combination of the two types of program.

Wiechel, L. Sex:role perception as a barrier to cooperation: Assessment
techniques and programs of educational influence. Educational and
Psychological Interactions, No. 41, 1973. A survey in English of the .
project's studies on sex-role perception as a barrier to cooperation
(cf. Wiechel, 102 a, b).

Yebio, B. Social fostran: Begreppsanalys och mAlsattningsdiskussion.
/Social. training: Concept analysis and discussion of objectives] Peda-
gogisk-psykologiska problem, No. 82, 1969. The concept of "social

. training" is examined. An analysis of what is written in the school
curriculum about "social 'training" and data from a questionnaire an-
swered by different categories of educators are presented. The results.'
are discussed in relation to the aims of the research project on "social
development and social training".
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Yebio, B. Att mita "viirldsmvdlitirgarapsvars Ett preliminart tesilmteeri.
/Measuring "world citizen responsibility": A preliminary test batter?./6
Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem, No. 107, 1970. (a) .A test battery,
constructed with the aim of measuring some aspeCts of !world citizen
responsibility" (attitudes towards and concepts and knowledge of
foreign peoples and international relations), has been administered to
about 540 students in the Swedish comprehensive school. Most of the
tests used fall into one of four main categories: (1) attitudes to foreign

N nations and ethnic groups (including semantic differentials, social
distance scales, sociometric questions and more projective devices);
(2) attitudes to international relations ancPcooperatipn (including a
worldmindedness scale and a scale on attitudes towards war); (3)

knowledge of other peoples and nations; and (4) broader personality
characteristics (including scales on rigidity-flexibility, authoritarian-
democratic tendencies, dogmatism, anxiety, and the persona* dimen-
sioisof CPQ/HSPQ). A series of factor analyses have been computed
to explore the factor structure of the test battery. Most of the factors,
obtained could be placed in three main categories: cognitive, affective
and factors related to inclination to take action. The report includes
a description of the tests in the test battery, presentation and discus-
sion of intercorrelations and factor structures, and suggestions for
a modified test battery. . '

4, Y io, B. -Att mats "viirldsmedborgaransvar". : Testbatteri och testdata.
Measuring "world citizen responsibility": Test batteryand test data./

,.Testkonitruktion och testdata, 1$o. 5,. 1970. (b) The tests used in
the studies reported in Pedagogisk- psykologiska problem, No. 107 (cf.'
abovef are here presented in full, together with some basic data on the
tests in the form of tables and diagrams.

g.Yebio, B. Measuring "world citizen' responsibility": A
,,

preliminary tes
, battery. Educational and PsyclIological Interactions, No. 34, 1970. (c)

The studies reported in more detail in The ,Swedish report, Yebio,
1970a (cf. above) are here presented in,a condensed, English version.

YebiO, B. "Viirldsmedborgaransvar": -NAgra drag i attityddtvecklingen
under grundskoleAren. /"World-citizen responsibility": Some character-
istics, of the attitude development./ Pedagogisk-psykologiska pr6blem,
No 168, 1972. -.7 The present report is one of a series which takes-
up some of the prerequisites for training in world-citizen responsi-

lytical studip have been presented. In this eport tle, results are
bility". In earlier reports some test data and results from test-ana-

given from some developmental psychology studies. The dim has
It been. to study how knowledge of and attitudes towards-foreigrtipeoples__

and international relations develop. The studies have been conducted
on students from grades 4, 6, 8 and 9 in the comprehensive school
and have taken up 26 different test variables. Openness' focontacts

_
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outside the- immediate group showed a positive development. On the
other hand, a negative development Nkras noted in several variables of
the t"cognitive-evaluative" type. The schooll has obviously not been

. .

isufficently able to prevent prejudices 'that exist in society from in-
fluencing the students and a general .raising of the, level of knowledge
does not seen) to be a defiitite 'remedy. On an average, the boys knew
more

rabout international .affairs, but"tlie girls showed more .positive
at itudes towards foreign peoples' and intern ational relations.
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